RTX
ROBOTIC CLEANER

RTX Robotic Cleaner
Premium Aquasmart Mapping Software
Latest Gyroscope Technology
Uses 80% less power than suction or pressure cleaners
Reduces water and chemical loss
Silent Operation
Filters down to 2 microns
Cleans floors and walls of average pool
in 1½ hours
Programmable power supply with
three cleaning options
Canister debris full warning
Delay run feature
Convenient Caddy for
mobility and storage

RTX Robotic Cleaner
Environmentally friendly, the Astralpool RTX Robotic Cleaner cleans and scrubs almost any
size and shape residential pool. Utilising the latest pool mapping and positioning technology
(Gyro) and combined with the unique aquasmart software, the Astralpool RTX robot cleans the
average size swimming pool in as little as 1.5 hours and costs as little as 8 cents to run. With a fully
programmable power supply you can select the cleaning cycle best needed, set the delay
function to allow the unit to come on only when cleaning is required and with a built in sensor
the unit can even tell you when the Debris Canisters need emptying. Supplied with a Caddy to
allow for easy movement and storage the RTX Robotic Cleaner covers all bases.
Cleaning wall and floor, the in-built top access debris

and the cleaner will run its cycle, turn itself off and await the

canisters capture fine debris down to 2 microns and helps

next cleaning cycle.

reduce the load on your filtration system. This in turn reduces
the need for constant backwashing saving you both time

The RTX Robotic Cleaner has a delay start function allowing

and money, not to mention the benefits of helping reducing

you to pre determine when the unit operates. It can also be

water waste.

attached to an external timer if required.

The RTX Robotic Cleaner also helps circulate pool chemicals

The RTX Robotic cleaner is best suited to pools with a

consistently around the pool ensuring the available

width of 3.5 meters and wider and a maximum length of

chemicals are utilised most effectively and can also help

12 metres. For pools narrower than this the AstralPool RPX

circulate heated pool water throughout the entire pool

Robotic cleaner is recommended.

making the heating of your pool more efficient.
The Astralpool RTX Robotic cleaner is just one of six new
Robotic pool cleaners offer most benefit when operated

Robotic cleaners available, one of which will most definitely

at night after the days swimming and filtration activity has

suit your swimming pool.

ceased. Simply drop the cleaner in before you go to bed
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RTX

1.5hr, 2
and 2.5hr

Yes

80m²

3.5m

18m

Down to 2
micron

16m³/hr

24 VDC

IP54

Warranty
The RTX Residential pool cleaner is
covered by a 3 year warranty
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Available from:
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02 8778 9500
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